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2021 PCC Officers  
President: Don Wilder 

(949) 351-1995 
Vice-President: David Yeates 

(951) 212-0971 
Treasurer: Mark Smith   

(949) 493-4072 
Secretary: Gary Uchino  

(714) 746-4279 
Sergeant at Arms: Mo Wise  

(949) 449-0906 
Historian: Dave McCue 

(949) 716-4841 
Hospitality : Dick Jones 

(949) 510-1597 
Awards Chair :Judy Nunn/Vicky Kovacs 
 (949) 586-1746 
 Newsletter Editors: Walt & Vicky Kovacs  

(714) 742-3359 

 Meetings  
Pacific Coast Corvettes meets the first 
Wednesday of each month at 5:00 p.m. at 
Campus JAX, 3950 Campus Drive, Newport 
Beach, CA 92660   (949) 261-6270 

Business Location  
Pacific Coast Corvettes  
23785 El Toro Rd   #251  
Lake Forest, CA 92630-4762  
Telephone: (949) 334-7384  

WEB Page:  
http://www.pccvettes.org  
Ted Sickles (949) 716-3376 

Club Store:  
Judy Nunn 
(949) 586-1746  

Affiliation  
National Council of Corvette Clubs, Inc. 
(NCCC)  

Corvette Waves  
Corvette Waves is published monthly, within 
two weeks after each meeting. Contributions 
should be received no later than ten days 
after the monthly meeting. They should be 
given to Walt Kovacs in .doc  or .docx format.  
Event flyers should be in .jpg or .doc/.docx 
format (but not .pdf) . Display advertising is 
accepted at the discretion of the editor.  
Yearly rates are $100 for a business card, 
$150 for a quarter page, and $200 for a half 
page. 
 
Articles presented in Corvette Waves reflect 
the opinion of the authors, not necessarily 
the views of the editor or Pacific Coast 
Corvettes. Pacific Coast Corvettes and its 
editor seek to publish accurate information 
but do not assume any liability or 
responsibility in the event of claim of loss or 
damages resulting from publication. 
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

BY DON WILDER 

 

Goodness, how time flies when you’re having fun.  I recall last Spring when PCC then-

President Harold Brunski moved back to Indiana, it appeared that as the then--Vice President 

the duties of the club presidency would fall on me.  Being the VP was OK and that was good 

enough for me.   Being President wasn’t what I’d signed up for.  But the VP list of duties 

include filling in for the President when he was unavailable.  Well, Harold now living about 

2600 miles away made him pretty much unavailable.  Harold generously offered to continue to 

run the monthly meeting via Zoom, but by then the general PCC membership was about fed up 

with Covid-induced Zoom meetings.  Before long, with no one coming forward to assume the presidency, and the 

growing guilt for shirking my “official duties”, David Yeates graciously offered that if I would assume the presidency, 

he would take on the position of Vice President.  I reluctantly agreed to act as the club’s President going forward. And 

here we are today.  Actually, having been PCC’s president has been a joy and very rewarding.  Thank you, David.  

 

With the government’s Covid-based meeting restrictions having been lifted (more or less) and our club’s reluctance to 

continue with Zoom meetings, the first real order of business was to find a post-Covid meeting venue.  Our previous 

meeting places were no longer available to us and finding venues with reasonably priced menus and adequate seating 

capacity to accommodate our growing club were limited.  We tried one meeting at Denny’s in Lake Forest which was 

OK, but not great.  It had limited capacity if the club continued to grow and the layout failed to give a clear view for all 

to the speaker’s podium.  Gary Uchino suggested Campus Jax and we gave it try.  Even though our first meeting there 

had to be held in a tent set up in the parking lot (more government regulations) and the noise from jets taking off 

from the adjacent John Wayne airport interrupting our meeting every few minutes, it’s still worked out well, certainly 

better than any available alternative.  So, Campus Jax is now our monthly meeting place (inside the building where jet 

noise is a non-issue) for the foreseeable future. Thank you, Gary.  And it’s been a joy working with Jack Jason, Campus 

Jax’s owner, who is pleased to make his venue available for our monthly meetings.  Thank you, Jack. 

 

One of the things that has made my job as President so easy and enjoyable has been the board of officers.  They are a 

group of people who just step up and ”get ‘er done”.  So, to David Yeates, Vice President; to Mark Smith, Treasurer; 

Gary Uchino, Secretary; Walt & Vicky Kovacs, Newsletter Co-Editors; Mo Wise, Sergeant-at-Arms; Dick Jones, 

Hospitality Chairperson; Dave McCue, Historian, I say thank you for all your help and an excellent job well done. 

Having said all that, it has been a very enjoyable experience for me, even fun and my honor to serve as your PCC 

President.  I didn’t know it would or could be so.  I felt a little awkward at running the first few monthly meetings, 

because there had been so many before me who did great jobs as president, not to mention personable, charismatic, 

creative and funny.  But now with just one final meeting to go as your President, I’ve become quite comfortable at the 

job.  I will manage the January monthly meeting, and your new president, Mo Wise, will take the reins from there.  

We wish Mo all the best and are more than confident that she will do a fantastic job leading PCC into the future. 

Thank you, my fellow PCC members for allowing me to serve you and making it so easy and fun. 

 

We come for the cars.  We stay for the people. 
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VICE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
 

 BY DAVID YEATES 

To my Fellow PCC'ers 
  
 As 2021 winds down from what we were hoping would be a virus free year I think we 
managed to squeeze in a whole bunch of fun along the way! We started the year with 
zoom meetings and eventually progressed to the ability to meet face-to-face. What a 
shocker that was!  All we remembered about our friends came from a 1" headshot on 
the roster. 

 
We managed to squeeze in over 30 events this year also! Who would have thunk it.  Like the old man said, we 
endeavored to persevere. 
  
As my term winds down I would like to say thank you to all the members who supported me in this interim term 
as your VP. 
  
Speaking of thank you's.. 
Thanks to everyone who came out and supported the Vettes for Veterans car show in Carlsbad. Our own Mark 
Smith got the award for the best C6 at the show. As soon as Mark started his car for the judges they said that he 
had them as soon as he started it! 
 Prospective member Tim Osborne got the best of show award for his 63 split window coupe.  I could have called 
that  one before we even got there! What a beauty! 
  
Mike Corlette organized the Angeles highway run. Up-and-down the mountains we did run. We ran as fast as we 
wanted to, no loafing on this trip. Personally, I have never had more fun with my clothes on. I suggested that we 
do this monthly. We'll see how that goes. 
  
In December we had the Toys for Marines event in San Clemente. Thanks go out to Bob and Sandy Savanich for 
this one. Great cause. I hope the Marines are done playing with them soon. 
  
Thank you Mo Wise and Sandy Savanich for a great evening. The ugly sweater contest was a lot of fun. The 
parade of members was the highlight of the evening. Wait till you see the pictures! The hors d'oeuvres that 
everyone brought were deelish too. Certainly worthy of seconds or thirds which was perfectly acceptable! 
 

2202 
 

To start off 2022 we have the New Year's Day run brought to you by Bob and Sandy Savanich. 70  Miles? Better 
fill up for this one. 
  
The awards banquet on the 29th closes out the month of January. Judy Nunn says it is going to be a dressy event 
so don't forget to iron your shorts. 
  
That's it for now folks, wishing you all Happy Holidays. Hope to see many of you PCC'ers at the  New Year's day 
run. Come on out and enjoy this run to...we haven't a clue where we are going. 
 

David Yeates VP  PCC [for now] 
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DECEMBER & JANUARY CELEBRATIONS 

Anniversaries 

David & Gina McCue Dec 03  Ron & Barbara Pavek Dec 17 
Ray & Nancy Marshall Dec 19     

       
Dan & Patty Beadle Jan 07  Richie & Kandro Longo Jan 20 

Gary & Joyce Uchino Jan 24  Jerry & Jill Schlatter Jan 31 
 

Birthdays 
Barbara Block Dec 01  Sabrina Glick Dec 01 
Linda Iest Dec 01  Rich Hernandez Dec 04 

Barbara Pavek Dec 06  John Iest Dec 06 
Maria Auten Dec 07  Linda Altergott Dec 08 

Connie Ensign Dec 08  Howard Foss Dec 12 

Bob Savanich Dec 12  Don Fedderson Dec 15 
Carol Gates Dec 17  Preston Dyer Dec 18 

Ellis Delameter Dec 22  Joe Gildner Dec 22 
Becky Lewis Dec 24  Nancy Radigan Dec 24 

Ted Sickles Dec 24  Rudy Pollak Dec 25 

Mark Alter Dec 27  Bruce Robinson Dec 28 
Kandra Longo Dec 29  Carole Deering Dec 30 

       
Bob Kinsella Jan 01  Barbara Foss Jan 01 

Sheri Corlett Jan 01  Ron Barr Jan 05 
Rick Jesperson Jan 10  David Yeates Jan 13 

Pattie Smith Jan 14  Alison Jablonski Jan 14 

David Johnson Jan 16  Jim Rufus Jan 18 
Larry Bly Jan 18  Patty Beadle Jan 19 

Don Wilder Jan 21  Mike O'Connor Jan 21 
Chrissy Muhlena Jan 21  Vicki Alter Jan 22 

Duke Bissinger Jan 23  Jerry Zechmeister Jan 30 
 

Years In Club 
 Year Joined Date Voted In Years 
Steve & Nancy Radigan 1989 12/6/1989 32 

Jerry & Jill Schlatter 1989 12/6/1989 32 

Jim & Peggy Whiteaker 1989 12/6/1989 32 
Cliff Harris 1990 12/1/1990 31 

Jim & Eileen Robinson 1992 12/1/1992 29 
Ron Hubbartt 1994 12/1/1994 27 

John & Linda Iest 2003 12/3/2003 18 
Pat (& Bruce) Blank 2004 12/1/2004 17 

Rick & Marcey Alpert 2014 12/3/2014 7 

David Yeates 2016 12/7/2016 5 
    

Bill & Mary Myers 1992 01/01/1992 29 
Ron & Barbara Pavek 2012 01/04/2012 9 

Jean & Elaine Mercier 2019 01/02/2019 2 

Chip & Michelle English 2020 01/08/2020 1 
 

Please note:   Birthday, Anniversaries, and Years in Club come from information on the PCC Roster.     If there is an error please contact Ted 

Sickles to update the information on the roster.  Thank you. 
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What I learned About My Car today 

BY RAY MARSHALL 

Car: 2018 Z06 

When we got Nancy’s car in 2017 I knew it was “restricted” for the first 500 miles.  

We picked up the car at the museum and did the 500 mile oil change in Little Rock 

Arkansas.  When e picked it up I noticed that the tachometer had a yellow band 

part of the way and the red line was around 4k RPM.  The oil change happened at just 500 miles.  As 

we continued on from Little Rock and hit 500 miles, the tachometer changed to its normal appearance 

with no yellow band and the red line at 6500 RPM. 

The other day when I got in the car and started it I noticed that the tachometer was at its original 

configuration with the yellow band between 3500 and 4500RPMs and the Red line was at 4500 RPM.  

As we drove, the tach changed to the normal setting with no yellow band and the red line at 6500.  I 

didn’t know it did that.  I guess the car is restricted until it warms up. 

You can still learn things about your car after 4 years of driving it. 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Cold Appearance Warmed Up Appearance 
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HOLIDAY MIXER & UGLY SWEATER CONTEST 

BY MO WISE  

December 5th, 2021 

Let’s just say that I’m not sure that the Mission Viejo Elks Lodge will ever be the same 

after the PCC Club’s mixer on Sunday afternoon.   

Just a brief recap on how we got here.  The mixer idea started back in October when 

Sandy and I wanted to plan something fun and casual for the holidays.  Our extra club income was a little low 

due to the lack of in-person meetings in 2020, which meant lack of 50/50 tickets being sold.  This translated into 

no holiday party since the funds were needed elsewhere.  Through the email survey, members were willing to 

pay $10 per person and bring a potluck item, and thus the holiday mixer was born (insert the sound of angels 

singing here). 

 

Fast forward to Sunday December 5th.  As more than 50 members and their guests rolled into the Elks, some 

already wearing their ugly sweaters/shirts while others were waiting for the big reveal, the Elks members sitting 

in the bar adjacent to the room began scratching their heads.  I’m sure they were wondering if we were escapees 

from the looney bin, or if this is what happens to you when you drive Corvettes.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lots of laughter and chatter of people moving around the 

room with snack plates in hand.  I was able to see the joy of old friends re-connecting as well as many making 

new ones.  The appetizers and desserts all looked and tasted so delicious that I think we could all have a side 

hustle catering parties!   

 

Just a few of the corvettes in the parking lot. 

Lots of laughter and chatter 

Pattie, Linda and Jane 
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The huge selection of raffle baskets that were on display along 

with fun basket names and descriptions were definitely a hit.  A 

few examples of the baskets were “Pets in Vettes” basket which 

had dog toys and treats.  There was a “Beer Me” basket which 

contained craft beer, munchies and socks that read “If you can 

read this, bring me a beer”.  Not to be outdone, we had “Wine 

Not” which contained a giant glass that holds a full bottle of 

wine, wine, munchies and another pair of fun socks.  “It won’t 

Te-Kill ya (Tequila)” contained the fixings for margaritas.  Oh and 

did I mention that the grand prize was winning $100? 
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The  main attraction of course was the ugly sweater contest.  Like in any beauty pageant, or in this 

case, ugly pageant, each contestant made their way down our runway to the tune of “I’m too Sexy”.  

Everyone did a fantastic job dancing their way down the aisle to the cheers of their fellow members.  

We did have a few notable demonstrations by the dancing duo of John and Linda Iest, Walt “Flasher” 

Kovacs, Bob “Sashay” Savanich, Mark “Reelin’ It In” Smith, Jean “Dancing Elf” Mercier, and Dick 

“Twinkle Toes” Jones.  New members Gary Altergott did his best shuffle, Mike P. channeled the Blues 

Brothers vibe, and Carl Jablonski showed off his best chest-baring dance moves.  There were so many 

fantastic runway appearances that if I mentioned everyone, you’d still be reading this article until our 

next one! 

 

 

The winner of the ugly 

sweater contest was Bob 

Savanich who was awarded 

with an adorable trophy of an 

ugly sweater.   

 

 

JOHN IEST BOB 'SAVANICH MARK SMITH JEAN MERCIER 

DICK JONES GARY ALTERGOTT MIKE P. WALT KOVACS 
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Our two 50/50 winners were Jan Young (Lane) and Elaine 

Mercier.  And our grand prize winner of the holiday 

hundred was Vicky Kovacs! 

I received A LOT of compliments for this mixer and yes, I 

think we can do it again next year!  I couldn’t have done 

this without my party crew, so next time you see these 

folks, please thank them as well. 

THANK YOU to: 

 

Pattie Smith for making the ugly sweater trophy and all of the 

centerpieces on the tables including the buffet tables.  The longest PCC 

member of each table was able to bring this centerpiece home, so if that 

was you, think of Pattie every holiday that you use it.  She has more 

creativity in her one finger than I do in my entire body.   

 

 

Sandy Savanich, your incoming VP.  She and I created the majority of 

the raffle baskets, not only putting them together but coming up with 

the ideas and names and of course shopping for the items.  Both of our 

houses looked like Santa’s workshop for the weeks prior to the mixer.  

Sandy was not only helpful in setting all of this up, but also a great DJ 

and raffle ticket announcer! 

Marker Wise, Bob Savanich & Mark Smith for helping with set up of 

tables, hauling in the raffle baskets, selling tickets, and generally 

putting up with your stressed out wives. 

Early feedback is that everyone had a great time and that their faces hurt from laughing so hard and 

their bellies were full with all of the delicious food.  Thank you to everyone that attended and 

participated.  It was really all of you, your joy and laughter that made this a success.  It is my hope 

that we can do more things like this so that everyone has a chance to participate.  After all, isn’t if 

more fun when you do things with friends and not just people that you kind of know? 

Whatever holiday you celebrate, I wish that it is the most joyous one of all and cheers to a happy and 

healthy 2022.  Save the Wave and remember, it’s only speeding if you get caught! 

Mo Wise 

  

SABRINA GLICK GREG GLICK 
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The UGLY SWEATER SASHAY 

MARKER WISE GARY LANE AL KRAUZE 

GARY WALSH KITTY REDE CARL JABLONSKI 

SABRINA GLICK GREG CLICK 
HEIDE P. 
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LINDA ALTERGOTT GARY ALTERGOTT PATTIE SMITH 

JOE WICENTOWICH JANE BARNES PATRICIA FEDDERSON 

MIKE O'CONNOR JONI KNAPP JOHN IEST 

 More of The UGLY SWEATER SASHAY 
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Mingling, Dining, and Drinking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOYCE UCHINO SASHAY 
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Dave & Arlene Atkinson 

Kandra & Richie Longo (Sandy S) Kathy & Jerry Zechmeister 

Chrissy Mulhena & David Yeates 
Bob with his Trophy 
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More mingling..... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Al Krauze & Kitty Rede 

Mo Wise 
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And More Dining..... 
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TOYS FOR MARINES 2021 

BY BOB SAVANICH 

 
I’m in awe of the turnout for our 3rd Annual Toys for Marines at the Outlets in San 

Clemente.  This event is the brainchild of So Cal Woodie Club and the Marine Corps League.  

The drive organizer is Mickey Christiason of So Cal Woodies.  He personally thanked me and 

all of you for supporting his annual Toy Drive.  He later sent a message echoing those 

sentiments.  Simon, James and Sarah Wehr the personally thanked Sandy and I and all of 

you for the outstanding turnout.   

Several of you took pictures of our gathering and all the cars, toys and goings on.  Please make sure you send 

those photos to our Historian, David McCue to be displayed on our web site. 

Amid all the chaos a couple of you counted approximately 35-37 Corvettes from our contingent.  The majority of 

those are club members, Prospective Members and “Friends” of our members with Corvettes.  Although I have a 

list of RSVP’s I do not have a comprehensive list of “ALL” who showed up with us.   

 
 

EMAIL TO BOB SAVANICH 
   On behalf of the So Cal Woodie Club, Cars n Coffee AND the Marine Corps League I want to thank the 

Corvette Club members for the contributions to today’s very successful Toy Drive for Marines! With your help 

we filled up the back of the 5 Ton Military Truck for children of Marines and Corpsmen of the Combat 

Engineers! 

   I look forward to your support for next years Toy Drive and, by the way, we had a Major, Lieutenant and 

several Marines present as Santa’s Helpers! 

 

Semper Fi and Merry Christmas 

Mickey Christiason 

Toy Drive Organizer 
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ANGELES CREST HIGHWAY RUN 

BY CARL JABLONSKI 

 

Being our first participation in this PCC event, we didn’t know what to expect. Well maybe 

we had an inclination, but in our wildest imagination did we think this was going to be as 

fun as it turned out to be! 

I’ll start with the itinerary planned so thoughtfully by Mike and Sheri Corlett. 

The day started at the Starbucks in Corona. There were about 20 Vettes present and Mike gathered the group 

and laid out the day’s activities. We’d head to the I15 and head north to  

Highway 138, stopping for a comfort break at the McDonalds. For those who haven’t been here for years, and 

that’s us, the place has turned into a restaurant row of sorts for Mexican food. I’m talking about card tables with 

fire pits and what we used to call “roach” coaches. But I’m not a food critic and we’ll leave it up to you if you 

care to indulge! 

From there, the rules, of which there was only one, set your trip odometer to zero and we’ll see you at the Mt. 

Wilson turnoff where we will turn off for a group photo. 

From there it’s all a blur! Somehow I ended up following Hamilton, Verstappen and Vettel and attempted to stay 

with the that pack for the next 50 miles. Not that any of us were exceeding the speed limit of course. But the 

curves on the highway were challenging and no match for our Vettes! 

What we do remember are the bikers we passed about 10 miles from La Canada who (all at once) turned their 

heads at the same time as we passed, the mountain biker who moved into the middle of the road in front of us, 

just because he could, and the courteous driver who did give us the right of way. 

Locked into our own fantasies and having way too much fun, we did see the turnoff sign for the Wilson 

Observatory, but that’s about all we did! Watch it go by outside our passenger window. 

The Mt. Wilson stop was supposed to be for a group photo. Since we missed that you will find at least four of us 

missing. But to protect the innocent and without admitting anything that may be against the rules on highway 

138, all we can say is that next time we’re going to stay with the group and enjoy a leisurely drive in the 

beautiful San Gabriel mountains. 

Maybe! 

Great run Mike and Sheri!  
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DECEMBER & JANUARY CALENDARS 

 

Keep Checking For Additions, Postponements And/Or Cancellations 

 

ttps://www.pccvettes.org 
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ALL SERIOUSNESS ASIDE 
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Pacific Coast Corvettes is pleased and grateful for the 

involvement and support of the following sponsors: 

____________________________________ 

 

 

 
Speed Ventures is a motorsports group operating out of California which has been organizing 

track events since 2001. We organize lapping days, driving schools, time trials, and races in 

California and Nevada, providing a fun environment to learn the limits of your car and improve 

your driving abilities. We offer instruction in performance-driving technique, optional AMB 

transponder-based timing at all events, and an opportunity to affordably live your dream of 

driving your car on a real racetrack. We can also arrange for race car rentals and professional 

race-driving instruction. 

 

Our mission is to provide the highest quality track experience for the best value. With safety as 

a driving concern, we strenuously work to make our events run smoothly and professionally. 

Additionally, we set rigid registration limits to keep traffic to a minimum and maximize your 

driving enjoyment. 

 

www.speedventures.com 

(323) 973-7744 

http://www.speedventures.com/
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Simpson Chevrolet appreciates the affiliation it has with Pacific Coast Corvettes and is proud to 

be a club sponsor and participant with PCC and major contributor to PCC’s Scholarship 

Program.  We are pleased to continue our sponsorship for an additional year, through 2021 

and committed to contribute $1000 to the club’s scholarship fund plus an additional $500 

scholarship contribution for continued excellent college academic performance for previous 

scholarship awardees.  
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Cypher Scientific, the first corporate sponsor of Pacific Coast Corvettes, has been reporting 
that MedWand, a device we have been working on for almost three years, has been released 
to manufacturing. MedWand is a disruptive medical device that enables a doctor to examine 
you remotely, regardless of where you are, or where the doctor may be. It finally puts 
“medicine” into telemedicine. You can see it in action at www.medwand.com. MedWand is 
now in pre-FDA submission testing and we expect final approval by June. Watch for MedWand 
to make an immediate impact in home healthcare, telemedicine, and remote access to quality 
healthcare.   

Along with MedWand’s release, Cypher Scientific is now a partner in Amoled Technical 
Services. We have begun producing replacement screens for after-market repair of the iPhone 
X in our factory in Korea and have launched sales worldwide. Check it out at 
www.amoledscreens.com. Another factory, located in Southeast Asia for the production of 
replacement screens for the Samsung OLED phones like the 8, 8+, 9 and 9+ is in planning for 
later this summer.  

We also are proud to continue to be involved as part of the Corvette community through our 
sponsorship of Bob Rose’s car in the Wilwood Corvette Challenge series again for the 2021 
season and are looking forward to expanding that sponsorship into the 2021 SCCA Solo and 
Pro-Solo Autocross series as well. We are also interested in helping support a multi-car Pacific 
Coast Corvettes Racing Team in 2021.  

Cypher Scientific’s mechanical and electrical engineering teams can bring your imagined 
products to life. Medical, home, automotive, robotic, industrial: What can we build for you 

  

http://www.medwand.com/
http://www.amoledscreens.com/
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Greg Glick, A Professional Realtor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 $1000 Donation to the PCC Scholarship Fund for Every Sale or Purchase! 
 45 years in Laguna Niguel & Expert Knowledge of the Surrounding Cities. 
 Full Spectrum of Services: Selling, Buying, Investing & Leasing.  
 Professional Realtor with over 250 transactions completed. 
 Sold EVERY Home Listed! From $350k to Over $3 Million. 
 Call Me for a Private Consultation. 

Please remember the highest compliment my clients can ever give is the referral of their 

friends, family, and business associates. If you know anyone who would 

benefit from the level of service I provide, please let them know about me. Thank you for 

your trust! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keller Williams Realty 

Cell/Text: 949-872-3456 

Office: 949-282-0088 

Web: PropertyByGreg.com 

Email: Greg@PropertyByGreg.com 

DRE #01888110 

 

mailto:Greg@PropertyByGreg.com
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Selling Real Estate 

as Fast as I drive this car! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While I may be newer to the area, I am not new to Real Estate.  Coming from Silicon Valley, 

one of the most competitive markets in California, I know what it takes to get your home sold 

or your offer accepted.   

I obtained my license while working as a manager for a well-known company named after a 

certain fruit (also known as the world’s most admired company).  After leaving there to pursue 

real estate full time, I would come full circle and work with a brokerage that provided 

relocation services to that same company! 

 Licensed since 2008, Broker licensed since 2014 
 Proud member of Orange County Realtors Association, CA Association of Realtors, 

National Association of Realtors 
 Awards received:  Salesmaster Award ($5+ million in sales), Hall of Fame Award ($12.2+ 

million in sales), two-time Presidents Club Award ($9.1+ million in sales), Womens 
Council of Realtors 2012 Realtor Member of the Year 

 

Mo Wise 

Broker Associate/Realtor 

eXp Realty of California, Inc. 

Business email:  Mo@Wiseplaces.com 

(949) 449-0906 

www.WisePlaces.com 

DRE# 01842781 

 

Let’s strategize on how I can accelerate your Real Estate dreams! 

eXp Realty is nationwide - let me know how I can help your friends/family. 

  

mailto:Mo@Wiseplaces.com
http://www.wiseplaces.com/
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EVENT FLYERS 

 

South Orange County 2022 New Year's 

Day Morning Cruise. RSVP REQUIRED 

PCC will be holding its Third Annual Pacific Coast Corvettes 

South Orange County New Year's Day Morning Cruise.   

 

When: Meet and stage at 8:00 A.M. on New Year's Day Morning 

(Jan. 1, 2022) We will depart at 8:30 A.M. sharp. 

 

Where:  Ralphs Grocery Store - 26901 Aliso Creek Rd - Aliso 

Viejo, CA 92656 (which is in the Aliso Viejo Town Center shopping 

center just south of the 73 toll road on Aliso Creek Road.). No Host Starbuck’s for coffee and 

pastry.  Restrooms available inside Ralphs at the back of the store at the end of isle #16. 

 

What:  The tour is about 70 miles long and will take about 2 hours to complete.  At the tour’s 

end we will gather at a location TBD at the District at Tustin Legacy for lunch and 

camaraderie.  Route directions will be passed out at the staging meeting place at Ralphs 

parking lot at 8:15AM. 

 

Set your recorder for the Rose Parade and join other PCC members for another epic New 

Years Day Cruise and lunch.  Let’s start the New Year off right, in your Corvette and maybe 

see parts of south county that you may have never or rarely seen. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hosts: Bob and Sandy Savanich RSVP: (949) 468-8049 text/voicemail or email: 

beachie53@gmail.com 

  

Pacific Coast Corvettes 
New Year’s Morning South 

Orange County Cruise 
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